New Zealand’s farm nutrient
+ environmental experts

To enable smarter farming for a better New Zealand —
Ka pu-kekotia a rongoma-ta-ne, ka poho kereru- a Aotearoa
COVID-19 reminds everyone how essential food
needs essential fertiliser. Ravensdown’s role as
the farm nutrient and environmental experts has
never been more relevant.
Ravensdown exists to enable smarter
farming for a better New Zealand. Our products,
expertise and technology help farmers reduce
environmental impacts and optimise value
from the land. Whether it’s food grown for
livestock or for humans, we are an integral part
of the food creation process. We are the only
cooperative on the planet that tests for, advises

about, buys, ships, stores, spreads, measures
and maps food-creating nutrients and fertiliser
in a truly integrated way.
As a co-operative, we are here to supply
the right amount of farm nutrients to our
customer-owners; not the largest. We also
provide products and services in environmental
mitigation, agronomy and animal health sectors.
When it comes to the growing prosperity of
New Zealand, stronger rural communities and
a progressive, environmentally considerate
agsector, Ravensdown is part of the solution.

MEETING THE CHANGING NEEDS OF CUSTOMERS
The importing, manufacturing and storage of nutrients is at the core of our essential supply service. Current and future
solutions are geared around helping farmers optimise value from the land as well as reducing their environmental impact.
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Farm nutrient and
environmental
experts
Farm Environment
Plans, nutrient
budgets and good
farming practice
for optimised
nutrient use
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Certified advisors
Trusted advice
improves chance of
on-farm adoption
(training includes
GHG mitigation)
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Collaboration with
others
Supporting evidential
research into ‘hot
topics’ such as
appropriate
‘regenerative
agriculture’ practices
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Precision blending
Smart fertilisers
including N-Protect
with a coating that
reduces gaseous
emissions
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HawkEye®
Visual mapping tool
eases decision making
and can demonstrate
compliance
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Remote scanning
Emerging technology to
determine plant and soil
nutrient levels and
vegetation types

CUS

IntelliSpread®
Computer-controlled
topdressing aircraft
doors adjust spreading
rate and avoid sensitive
areas/waterways
Precision spreading
GPS-guided certified
groundspreaders
reduce risk of under-or
over-application of
nutrients

Robust models
Predictive tools
improve decision
making about
phosphate-loss
mitigation or
nitrogen-use
efficiency

Analytical Research
Laboratories
Measure nutrient
levels in soils and
plants to inform
predictive models
and derive fertiliser
recommendations
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Integrated Catchment
Management
A collaborative
multi-stakeholder
approach to
environmental
management at a
catchment level

ClearTech®
Dairy effluent
treatment system
reduces fresh water use
and strips out microorganisms like E.coli

facebook.com/Ravensdown/
linkedin.com/company/ravensdown
twitter.com/RavensdownNZ
ravensdown.co.nz

To enable smarter farming for a better New Zealand —
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